
SciRhom GmbH, based in IZB Martinsried, Germany, is a biotech start-up company  
that translates science into the preclinical and early clinical development of novel  
biopharmaceuticals for the treatment of life-threatening diseases. Founded in late 2016, 
we develop first-in-class antibodies against iRhom2, a key modulator of several crucial 
pro-inflammatory signalling pathways, including TNF-alpha signalling.   
We are now pursuing the preclinical and early clinical development of these monoclonal 
antibodies for the treatment of autoimmune and other serious diseases. 

We are a young and growing company with an excellent firm culture and are looking  
for someone to support our pre-clinical drug development team in Martinsried near 
Munich. 

 We offer a full-time position as
 (Junior) Scientist — Immunology (m/f/d)

 Your Tasks
 Plan, execute, and analyse laboratory experiments to support the mechanistic 

 understanding of our therapeutic antibodies 
 Develop, optimize, and establish molecular and cell-based assays to characterize

 the mode of action in different indications 
 Communicate ideas, experimental strategy, methods and results to supervisor 

 and relevant team
 Maintain an up-to-date awareness of scientific literature relevant to target biology
 Perform other related duties as required by position
 Documentation according to industry standards

 Your Profile
 Ph.D. degree in the field of Immunology, Biotechnology, Cell or Molecular Biology,  

 Biomedical Science, Biochemistry or related disciplines
 Strong background and profound knowledge in Immunology is mandatory; experience

 in the area of drug development in the field of auto-immunity is advantageous
 Expertise in cell biological, immunological, molecular biological and/or 

 biochemical techniques 
 Passion to deliver against timelines
 Hands-on mindset and highly motivated to learn
 Organised with strong attention to detail 
 Strong problem-solving and troubleshooting skills, and ability to contribute 

 constructively to discussions
 High level of commitment, sense of responsibility, and capability to work in a team
 Excellent written and verbal communication skills in English 
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 Your Prospect 
 An exciting and challenging position in antibody drug development 
 Taking on responsibility and ownership in experimental activities
 A dynamic work environment with a highly motivated and experienced team, 

 working together in a cooperative atmosphere
 Company structure with flat hierarchies and fast decision-making processes
 Room for personal and career development 

Contact
Did we catch your interest? 
We look forward to receiving a digital copy of your application, 
including a CV and a comprehensive letter of motivation as PDF to 
career@SciRhom.com . 

SciRhom GmbH 
Dr. Julia Winnewisser
Am Klopferspitz 19 
82152 Planegg/Martinsried

www.SciRhom.com
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Targeting iRhom2 for better 
treatment of autoimmune diseases




